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NB Allgrades in this report are French

The weather in Wadi Rum the last two winters ('06 and '07) was
unusually wet. In February '06 there was a torrential rainstorm that

flooded the Rum valley from the new Visitor Centre south to Khazali. In
the parallel Wadi urn Ishrin, another unprecedented river carved a small
wadi into the heart of the old one. Bedouin were rescued from the floods,
which later created vast mud flats; these dried to dust bowls, creating dust
storms throughout the spring. The rains continued, on and off until mid
April, unusually late for Jordan (though Easter was fine). The north Jordan
hills even had snow in March. January 2007 brought snow as far south as
Petra and Rum, on one occasion blocking the Petra Highway.

Climbing, however, has continued though visitor numbers are down due
to the continuing adverse impact of political problems in Iraq and Israeli
Palestine. Following the developments of spring 2005, dealt with in Al110,
some single pitch climbs of 4 and 5 were added east of Rum on Seifan
Kebir (1256m) in October 'OS by Harry and Lose Adshead. In November
Joel Etinger and Gili Tenne attempted the south face of Jebe1 Kharazeh
(1 58Om) opposite the Rest House. The route, named Ish Hazak (Strong Man),
is still uncompleted but so far gives 8 pitches, 6a max, and takes a direct
line up the obvious water-polished cracks starting left of Vanishing Pillar.
Descent is by five abseils.

Behind the Rest House, the rock Mecca of Jebe1 Rum's East Dome
(1560m) had yet another quality climb added on the east face, this time by
T Sobotka, 0 Benes and M Rosecku. Named Rock Empire, it is bolt protected
and is grade 7 and 8 for most its 15 pitches which were climbed over four
days. Their verdict: 'A great sport climb on perfect rock - carry 10 quick
draws, some slings and 2x60m ropes, also some Friends for the final pitches
of Raid Mit the Camel.' The route is getting a quality reputation.

Back across the Rum valley again, Rum regular Gilles Rappeneau finally
achieved his goal of finding a 'Voie Normale', possibly the long-lost Bedouin
route to the summit of Jebel um Ishrin (l753m). He was accompanied by
Bedouin guide Talal Awad and Robert Mandi on what was a technically
easy but long and complex route. Wilf Colonna, a French guide who spends
half of each year in Rum, made the second ascent in April 2006 with aspirant
Bedouin guide Mohammad Hamdan. The climb, which was another of
last November's new routes, is called Bedu Majnun (Crazy Bedouin). It was
graded 4 by Gilles and team who found it necessary to place protection on
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135. View west from Jebel urn Ejil to Rum village and the east face of
Jebel Rum. (Tony Howard)

the extremely exposed crux pitch. While verifying that ibex almost
certainly go that way (you can see scuff marks on the sandstone), Wilf and
Mohammad said that it was unlikely that any Bedouin hunters would have
climbed solo up and down this pitch. They were not convinced that this is
the lost Bedouin way and Mohammad should know - not only is he the
youngest and best of today's Bedouin climbers, putting up 7b routes, but
both his father, Hammad Hamdan, and his grandfather Sheikh Hamdan,
were well known guides and hunters with their own extremely popular
eponymous routes forming the classic traverse of Jebel Rum (l754m).

There is now talk of continuing the search for the 'Bedouin Way' on Urn
Ishrin and also on North Nassrani, as climbers have discovered ibex
droppings (carried down and confirmed by a Bedouin) on this extremely
difficult summit, and where ibex can go, Bedouin hunters are likely to have
followed. Meanwhile, a new route on the south-east face of N Nassrani
(1560m), Sandy Silence, by M Dorfleitner and F Freider is definitely not a
Bedouin way. Its nine pitches on one of Rum's most impressive walls were
climbed on 3 Jan 2006 by a 'long and "spacey" bolted route on good rock
- more demanding than Guerre Sainte which is to the left'. (Muezzin is to the
right.) All that's needed are 13 quick draws, slings, 2x60m ropes 'and a
good head'!

The Rum bolting debate. Few other than Precht and Brochmeyer seem
able to climb Rum's big faces in traditional style. In spring 2006 they added
yet more routes on the west side of Jebel Rum, but no details as yet.
Meanwhile, the number of big-wall bolt routes is increasing although the
use of bolts on the smaller cliffs is increasingly frowned upon, even by the
Bedouin guides, some of whom, without being aware of British ethics, have
suggested that sport climbs with fixed gear should be limited to selected
cliffs. In actual fact, the leaflet on Safety and Environmental Awareness
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given to climbers at the Visitor Centre states quite clearly that 'the use of
power drills is not permitted in the Protected Area'. I must, however, admit
here that we were involved in writing it, though with considerable input
from the BMC and based on BMC and UIAA Guidelines. The following
UIAA quote is relevant: ' ... we oppose the trend towards completely
eliminating danger from climbing along the lines of the "pleasure"
philosophy, thus reducing the sport to its movement aspect. For without
danger and uncertainty, climbing loses its defining element - adventure. To
climb a route on a minimum of equipment will always be valued more
highly than the ascent of a route with perfected infrastructure.'

The UIAA Mountain Code also states: 'Climbers should refrain from
increasing the fixed pro on existing routes. When carrying out redevelop
ment measures, we should strive to preserve the original character of a
climb.' It seems a shame therefore that a bolt has been placed to protect the
crux of Rainbow Warn·or (a route first climbed in traditional style in 1986 by
Wilf Colonna and myself). A bolt-protected line has also been added on
Jebel urn Ejil (1341m) between Perverse Frog and The Beauty (both 1985
trad routes by Wilf Colonna and Alan Baker). The climb, Priez pour Nous is
six pitches mostly 6b, 6c, with a 7b crux; 25 bolts were placed, and shiny
ones at that - even visibly glinting in the sun from the Rest House, over a
kilometre away. It may be an enjoyable climb but I would suggest the use of
bolts here is unsightly and detracts from the ambience of the nearby
traditional classics. It has even been mooted by a French regular that some
of Rum's traditional Grade 5s should be retro-bolted to attract more visitors;
however, if I may reiterate my point of view, Rum was developed as a
wilderness adventure playground with few signs of man on the cliffs -let's
keep it that way.

Despite being surrounded by political problems, Jordan is struggling
manfully to maintain and develop its tourism; climbers and trekkers are
still visiting in reasonable numbers. Why not give it a try next autumn or
spring? The climbing in Rum is unique, the Bedouin are extremely
welcoming, there are canyons and limestone cliffs in the north and the
Petra mountains and the Red Sea with its superb snorkelling and diving
are both just an hour away.

Some contacts for climbing and trekking guides:
Atieq Auda: atie~aouda@yahoo.com

Mohammed Hammad: mohammed_climber@yahoo.com
Wilfried Colonna: wilfried@cyberia.jo

or desert.guides@wanadoo.fr
Guidebooks: Tony Howard, Treks and Climbs in Wadi Rum

Tony Howard & Di Taylor, Jordan, Walks,
Treks, Caves, Climbs and Canyons
Both from Cicerone Press

Tony Howard's website www.nomadstravel.co.uk for general info
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